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Abstract

This paper presents an overview of the image-morphologic primi-
tives used commonly in non-photorealistic rendering (NPR), a sub-
domain of computer graphics that is inspired by a long tradition
of artistic and illustrative depiction. In particular, we survey NPR
shading, stroke-based rendering, sparse line drawings, graftals, and
area primitives. Such primitives usually cover larger regions on the
canvas and often carry a meaning beyond the color of the image
region they represent. This distinguishes them from the pixel as a
primitive used in photorealistic rendering which does not have any
meaning aside from sampling the color of the image section it repre-
sents. We give examples to illustrate the individual techniques and
briefly mention how they are tracked though the rendering process
as well as represented in the final image.

Keywords: Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR), image-
morphologic NPR render primitives, strokes, sparse line drawings,
graftals, area primitives and shading, pixel and vector images.

1 Introduction

For many years one main goal of computer graphics research has
been to depict reality as it can be captured by photography. This
goal of creating photorealism has received a lot of research atten-
tion in the areas of computer games and in the film industry. In the
last decade or two, a different area of research has been established
within computer graphics that does not share this goal. Instead, it is
inspired by a long tradition of artistic and illustrative depiction and
tries to break free from the constraints that are set by photorealis-
tic rendering. This new area, Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR),
has produced a wealth of techniques that allow us to simulate many
forms of traditional media. For example, techniques such as oil
painting, watercolor, pen-and-ink, stippling, or comic shading can
now be reproduced fully automatically or using partial computer
support; also entirely new techniques have been conceived other
completely new techniques [Gooch and Gooch 2001; Strothotte and
Schlechtweg 2002].

The new domain greatly benefits from the same freedoms that exist
in traditional artistic and illustrative depiction such as the possibil-
ities for abstraction, exaggeration, choice of view and projection,
etc. Similarly, choices exist with respect to the selection of a tool
and medium since NPR tries to emulate traditional means of depic-
tion just as closely as photorealism tries to simulate the camera.1
Tools and mediums in this context are, for example, brushes and
watercolor for watercolor painting or copper plates and ink for pen-
and-ink techniques. In a way one could also see optics as the partic-
ular and single tool of depiction in photorealism while in NPR there
exists a variety of tools that can be chosen. On the one hand, this fo-
cus on tools for many NPR techniques results in creating marks that
are evident in the produced images just like with traditional tools.
On the other hand, these marks are also represented as primitives in
the picture production process. Therefore, marks used in NPR can
and usually do carry a meaning.
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1This could be seen as the quest for (photo)realism in NPR.

This constitutes a major shift from photorealistic rendering where
images are rendered typically on a pixel-by-pixel basis. In photo-
realistic rendering, the triangles in a 3D model are traversed, and
each triangle is rasterized into pixels, for which individual lighting
and texturing computations are performed, and the pixel is finally
stored into a buffer. In raytracing, the pixel is even more preva-
lent as rays are shot into the scene based on a pre-determined pixel
raster. This concentration on a pixel raster and the pixel as output
primitive is somewhat arbitrary: the pixel raster is only determined
by the overall pixel size of the output image and its resolution; it
does not depend on the contents of the image itself. Pixels, there-
fore, do not carry a meaning beyond the color of the image section
they represent.

In non-photorealistic rendering, in contrast, higher-level primitives
are typically used to represent the depicted objects and scenes, even
if the final image is rasterized and stored as a pixel matrix.2 In
contrast to pixels, higher-level primitives usually have a meaning
beyond the essentially arbitrary measure of resolution. They nor-
mally represent the marks created by the traditional tools that are
simulated in NPR. As such, NPR primitives can represent lighting
conditions, similar to what pixels represent in photorealism. In con-
trast to photorealistic pixels, however, NPR primitives also repre-
sent properties of the depicted materials and objects. This is the
case, for example, in hatching and stippling. Non-photorealistic
rendering also allows us to go beyond the mere simulation of tra-
ditional techniques and make use of dynamic primitives such as
graftals [Kowalski et al. 1999] that can adapt their way of render-
ing depending on conditions such as view and size on the screen.

We analyze the different types of image-morphologic primitives in
non-photorealistic rendering in Section 2. We then explore how
such primitives are typically tracked during the rendering process
(Section 3), and how they are finally represented as either pixel im-
ages or vector graphics (Section 4). The final Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Image-Morphologic Primitives in NPR

The different types of image-morphologic primitives that are being
used in non-photorealistic rendering and imagery range from the
pixel as in photorealistic rendering to fairly large elements such
as silhouettes and feature strokes and even includes dynamic ele-
ments such as graftals. The following sections discuss these dif-
ferent types of primitives, grouped roughly by their size and their
purpose in representing elements in the images.

2.1 Non-Photorealistic Shading

One subset of non-photorealistic rendering techniques adapts pho-
torealistic rendering only slightly to create, for example, images
that are more illustrative. This can be achieved, e. g., by using non-
photorealistic illumination models such as Gooch cool-to-warm
shading [Gooch et al. 1998] (Figure 1). The goal of this technique
is to introduce more richness into the transition from illuminated
regions to dark regions, and to better suggest shape, a technique

2This, however, does not have to be the case as NPR images can also be
stored as vector graphics, depending on the rendering process.
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Figure 1: NPR cool-to-warm shading [Gooch et al. 1998] can be
used to better depict the surface shape. Cool colors (e. g., blue) are
used in darker regions, warm colors (e. g., yellow) in lit parts.

illustrators have been using for a long time. This is achieved by
mixing the object’s color properties with an additional transition
from warm to cool colors, which makes color changes better visible
in very bright regions as well as in very dark regions. As the tradi-
tional photorealistic rendering pipeline does not need to be changed
much—only the illumination formula is modified—the same image-
morphologic element is used: the pixel. As in photorealistic render-
ing, the pixel is employed as a means to sample the entire area of the
image to be able to display and store it on digital media. Therefore,
the pixels in these techniques are equivalent to pixels in photoreal-
istic rendering: they do not carry any meaning aside from sampling
the color of the image depending on the image size and resolution.

The vast majority of non-photorealistic rendering methods, how-
ever, are based on higher-level image-morphologic primitives such
as strokes, mosaic tiles, graftals, area primitives, etc. This is partly
the result of using abstraction, but mostly it is due to the goal of
trying to simulate traditional techniques of artistic expression in
which specific tools such as paint brushes are used. These tools
leave marks on the created images, giving the created images their
unique character and style. Even though some techniques are im-
plemented using pixel-by-pixel processing, these higher-level prim-
itives are still evident in the produced images. One could argue that
the tool in photorealistic rendering and non-photorealistic shading
is the simulation of optical processes on a pixel-by-pixel basis re-
sulting in no evidence of marks produced by this tool other than
the pixels themselves. Therefore, the pixel as the primitive in non-
photorealistic shading is the lowest-level primitive used in NPR.

2.2 Stroke-Based Rendering

A range of techniques that was very attractive for NPR researchers
to attempt to replicate is the painting or drawing with strokes (e. g.,
brush strokes in oil and watercolor painting). The range of strokes
being simulated includes, for example, pencil or ink strokes, stip-
pling, and even the placement of decorative mosaic tiles. In their
original use these marks can represent elements of the depicted
scene (e. g., a brush stroke in painting could represent a leaf or a
group of leaves in a tree) or just serve as a means to sample the
scene for the canvas (e. g., pointillism). Marks in some techniques
are used to work around limitations of the chosen medium. For ex-
ample, stippling and hatching are employed due to the difficulty of
using gray scales in the printing process.3

3Normally in the printing process, halftoning techniques are often em-
ployed which use dot patterns of pure colors (spot colors) to represent
shades of gray or color.

The area within NPR to simulate such techniques is called stroke-
based rendering [Hertzmann 2003]. The idea is to compute a new
image based on an example image or 3D scene by rendering shorter
or longer strokes. These strokes both approximate the example im-
age as well as abstract from it at the same time. The degree of
this approximation and abstraction depends on the specific types of
marks, their size, and how many marks are being used.

Example techniques in this category include painterly rendering
(e. g., [Meier 1996; Hertzmann 1998]), pointillism (e. g., [Yang and
Yang 2006]), stippling (e. g., [Deussen et al. 2000; Secord 2002;
Schlechtweg et al. 2005]), hatching (e. g., [Salisbury et al. 1994;
Winkenbach and Salesin 1994; Salisbury et al. 1996; Winkenbach
and Salesin 1996; Salisbury et al. 1997; Deussen et al. 1999; Os-
tromoukhov 1999; Hertzmann and Zorin 2000; Praun et al. 2001;
Zander et al. 2004]), and the rendering of decorative mosaics (e. g.,
[Hausner 2001; Elber and Wolberg 2003; Di Blasi and Gallo
2005]).

One of the earliest and most influential appoaches in stroke-based
rendering was Haeberli’s Paint by Numbers technique [1990].4 His
system introduced the principle of non-photorealistic abstraction of
an image by placing strokes onto the target image using the color
sampled from the source image. This approach did not yet have
the target of closely simulating a specific traditional style, but used
strokes as drawing primitives that are evident in the produced image
(Figure 2), thus opening up a multitude of possibilities for stroke-
based rendering in simulating traditional styles as well as coming
up with new ones.

Figure 2: Application of Haeberli’s [1990] Paint by Numbers tech-
nique to Figure 1 as the source image.

The evidence of mark making in traditional depiction techniques
could be seen as an artifact of using the tool. However, artists and
illustrators have developed ways to place marks that represent more
than just that. This is very obvious, for example, in hatching as em-
ployed in woodcuts and copperplate engravings. Here, the hatching
lines not only represent the gray value of an equivalent black-and-
white photograph but also portray the structure and properties of the
depicted surfaces. A masterly example for this application of marks
is shown in Figure 3. NPR techniques simulating these pen-and-ink
styles5 have attempted to replicate this effect. For example, Salis-
bury et al. [1994] as well as Winkenbach and Salesin [1994] used
specific prioritized stroke textures to represent different materials.
These consist of pre-recorded layers of strokes for representing a

4See http://laminadesign.com/explore/impression/imphelp.html for an
example implementation of Haeberli’s Paint by Numbers technique [1990].

5Although woodcuts and engravings are not technically pen-and-ink
styles, NPR usually includes them in this group.



Figure 3: Example of an artist’s use of hatching to portray the struc-
ture and properties of the depicted surfaces (e. g., cloths and bas-
ket). Detail from the woodcut “Life of the Virgin: 14. The Rest
during the Flight to Egypt” (1504–05) by Albrecht Dürer.

series of consecutively darker textures and are applied according
to the gray value in a source image or the lighting conditions in
a 3D scene. Other approaches put more emphasis on extracting a
field of streamlines from a 3D surface to be able to illustrate the sur-
face’s shape (e. g., [Hertzmann and Zorin 2000] and [Zander et al.
2004]). These techniques portray illumination using line densities
or by modulating the line parameters such as thickness or line stip-
pling patterns (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Hatching using Zander et al.’s technique [2004].

In most pen-and-ink styles, strokes are used for showing the struc-
ture of surfaces by depicting ridges, creases, and other surface fea-
tures (as done, for instance, by Winkenbach and Salesin [1994]).
In painterly rendering, on the other hand, strokes are typically em-
ployed to either represent whole elements of the depicted scene
such as the leaves or wood shingles in Figure 5 or to convey the
overall impression of painterly rendering. In the latter case strokes
are not associated with a particular object or scene element that they
portray. In general, it can be difficult to algorithmically associate
the placement of marks with elements of the depicted scene in a
meaningful way as this assumes an understanding of the depicted
scene. This can, however, be supported by allowing more interac-
tion with the NPR rendering technique to guide the placement of

Figure 5: Painterly rendering: strokes represent leaves or wood
shingles. Courtesy and copyright of Martin Schwarz, used with
permission.

marks in meaningful ways.

In some stroke-based rendering techniques such as stippling and
(usually) the simulation of traditional mosaics, the primitives do
not represent meaningful elements of the image. Instead, the marks
are used to carry shading information (stippling, Figure 6) or col-

Figure 6: Stippling using Secord’s technique [2002].

ors (mosaic tiles, Figure 7) and are the—intended—artifacts of the
specific technique.

2.3 Strokes in Sparse Line Drawings

Some meaningful structures can be algorithmically extracted from,
in particular, 3D scenes and constitute exceptions to the above men-
tioned general rule. These are silhouettes and feature lines; ele-
ments that make up sparse line drawings (abstract illustrations with
just a few significant lines). Such lines are a very common means
of expression and are traditionally used, for example, in comics
and technical drawings. They are also often used in conjunction
with the previously discussed stroke-based rendering techniques to
guide stroke placement or as additional elements in the images.

Silhouettes are lines on the surface of 3D objects where the visibil-
ity changes from visible to invisible, or vice versa [Isenberg et al.
2003]. As such, silhouettes are view-dependent and move on the



Figure 7: Decorative mosaics using Schlechtweg et al.’s Render-
Bots [2005].

surface as a view onto the object changes. For closed objects, the sil-
houette also comprises a curve that borders the object and separates
it from the background: its contour. Feature lines consist of lines
on the surface that are otherwise significant and should be drawn in
a sparse line drawing. The latter group includes view-independent
creases, i. e., lines of sharp bends or high local curvature of the
surface, but also view-dependent lines such as suggestive contours
[DeCarlo et al. 2003] which visually extend the silhouettes in an
image (Figure 8).

(a) Only silhouettes. (b) With suggestive contours.

Figure 8: Comparison of a sparse line drawing with just silhouettes
and with additional suggestive contours [DeCarlo et al. 2003].

After having been extracted from a 3D scene, silhouette and fea-
ture line segments are concatenated to form longer strokes. This
character of forming long strokes solely as meaningful elements of
the image distinguishes the lines in sparse line drawings from the
strokes used in stroke-based rendering where strokes are also and
probably mainly a means of sampling the image space, i. e., are
used for portraying color and/or shading.

The silhouette or feature strokes can now either be drawn directly
or be modified by applying a line style. The latter can simulate a
specific traditional drawing tool such as a pencil, watercolor, chalk,
or charcoal by applying an appropriate texture (Figure 9). Line
styles can also disturb the path of a stroke, for example, to simulate
the appearance of sketchiness.

(a) Charcoal style. (b) Fuzzy style.

Figure 9: Applying line styles in form of textures to extracted sil-
houette strokes.

2.4 Graftals

Graftals are a special form of stroke used in non-photorealistic ren-
dering. Introduced to computer graphics by Smith [1984], in NPR
the term has developed to comprise primitives that can algorithmi-
cally change their visual representation depending on parameters
that can vary over the course of an animation or simulation [Kowal-
ski et al. 1999; Kaplan et al. 2000; Markosian et al. 2000]. Similar
to some elements in stroke-based rendering, they represent mean-
ingful elements in a scene. In contrast to stroke-based rendering,
however, the dynamic and procedural character allows graftals to
change the visual representation depending on, e. g., the orientation
or distance to the viewer (Figure 10). For example, a tuft of grass
in the background may be shown with just one or two black strokes
on a green background. As the camera gets closer, more strokes
will appear and eventually a bush of triangular leaves will become
visible.

Figure 10: Graftals used to simulate artistic fur [Kaplan et al.
2000]. Note the different appearance of the graftals facing the
viewer and those on surface parts that are perpendicular to the
viewing direction. Image courtesy and copyright of Matthew Ka-
plan, used with permission.

Initially, graftals were used in an image-space stroke-based render-
ing manner [Kowalski et al. 1999]. This, however, leads to frame-
incoherence and, thus, to flickering images in an animation because
of the frame-by-frame processing and each frame being treated in-
dependently. In other approaches, graftals are placed into the scene
during the modeling phase, directly associating them to the specific
surfaces or objects they represent [Kaplan et al. 2000; Markosian



et al. 2000]. This way their locations remained fixed on the respec-
tive surfaces which makes the rendering coherent over time. In a
way, this contrast between frame-incoherence vs. maintenance of
primitives over time constitutes a temporal equivalent of the differ-
ence between (very local) pixel processing and higher-level primi-
tives.

2.5 Area Primitives and Patterns

One final group of primitives that are used in non-photorealistic
rendering is not primarily based on short strokes, long strokes, or
procedural graftals. We call this group area primitives and patterns
because they cover larger areas of the produced images, sometimes
filling them with patterns. NPR techniques that focus on the use of
areal primitives simulate, for example, traditional ornaments, mod-
ern art styles, and cell animation. As they do not necessarily have
a common algorithmic background, we restrict ourselves here to a
few examples. Ornaments are algorithmically produced in form of
floral, oriental, and Celtic patterns as inspired by the traditional ex-
amples [Ostromoukhov 1998; Wong et al. 1998; Kaplan and Cohen
2003; Kaplan and Salesin 2004], usually based on a mathematic
scheme underlying the ornament (Figure 11). Related approaches

Figure 11: Oriental pattern generated using the method by Kaplan
and Salesin [2004].

reproduce ornamental effects such as the ones demonstrated by the
works of M. C. Escher where the plane is entirely filled by repeating
tiles of a given input image [Kaplan and Salesin 2000] or where two
tiles are used which are morphed into one another [Ostromoukhov
and Hersch 1995]. Other techniques are inspired by works by Piet
Mondrian or the Japanese Seigaiha style and employ multi-agent
systems and coalition forming to generate the elements in an image
such as lines, colored tiles, and other patterns [Mason et al. 2005].

Cel shading can be thought of as a special case of area primitives.
While it is technically an NPR shading technique (as discussed in
Section 2.1), it also generates area features that can be regarded as
non-photorealistic image-morphologic primitives. Here, the typical
Phong shading technique of surfaces is changed such that regions
with solid colors are created (Figure 12). This is inspired by tra-
ditional cel animation where foreground figures were drawn using
silhouettes and feature lines on celluloid, the regions then filled-in
with color, and finally the figure was recorded on a background. In
NPR, the effect of a few shading levels (e. g., shadow, regular colors,
and highlights) can be created by defining thresholds for the illumi-
nation of a surface, and then coloring all points that lie between two

(a) Two colors. (b) Three colors.

Figure 12: Cel shading with two or three color steps, combined
with silhouettes.

thresholds with the same color. There are also techniques to track
highlights specifically, and to give them distinct shapes [Anjyo and
Hiramitsu 2003].

3 Tracking Image-Morphologic Primitives

While the algorithms to create the primitives described above are
as plentiful as there are primitives and NPR effects, there are gen-
erally three distinct categories they can be attributed to. These are
image-space, hybrid, and object-space techniques. Depending on
the category an algorithm belongs to, the generated primitives are
explicitly represented during the rendering process or not. Even
if primitives are not explicitly represented in the rendering process
they may still be present in the final image.

We briefly discuss the three groups here using the example of sil-
houette and feature line extraction (for more detail see [Isenberg
et al. 2003]). Image-space or pixel-based silhouette extraction de-
pends on additional G-buffers6 storing depth (z-buffer) and/or nor-
mal vector7 information. This data can be processed using an edge
detection filter [Saito and Takahashi 1990], resulting in purely local
edge elements being detected where discontinuities of the depths or
surface orientations are in these G-buffers, i. e., at silhouettes and
feature lines. Thus, even though during the process no silhouette or
feature line is explicitly represented, they are nevertheless created
through the local pixel processing.

Hybrid techniques do not rely on a pixel-by-pixel processing di-
rectly but arrange the actual rendering in a smart way so that sil-
houettes are created. For example, they select polygons on the back
side of an object first, enlarge them, and render them in black. Af-
terwards, the polygons on the front side are rendered normally; but
at the silhouettes the previously rendered black polygons stick out,
forming silhouette lines. Again, the silhouettes are not explicitly
represented but exist in the final image.

In contrast, object-space techniques do explicitly extract and repre-
sent the intended primitives in the rendering process. In the case
of silhouette extraction, visibility information is determined, for ex-
ample, on a polygonal mesh, and line segments are then identified
where this visibility changes (from facing a viewer/camera to fac-
ing away, or vice versa). These line segments are concatenated to

6G-buffers are pixel images of the same size as the rendered image. They
are generated during the rendering process and store geometric information
about the rendered scene such as local depth values, normal vectors, ID
values of triangles or objects, etc.

7The normal vector of a point on the surface of an object is perpendicular
to the tangential plane that touches the surface point.



form long strokes based on connectivity information from the mesh
and can then be rendered.

As a second example, the cel shading technique discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5 could be thought of as an image-space technique (because
it applies a threshold to the computed pixel colors) or a hybrid
method (because it changes the lighting computation during render-
ing). Nevertheless, the image-morphologic primitives generated by
this technique—regions with a constant color—only become appar-
ent in the final image and are not present during the rendering pro-
cess. However, cel shading may be also created in an object-space
manner as recently demonstrated by Stroila et al. [2008]. Here,
the curves bordering the regions of uniform color are explicitly ex-
tracted from the scene, and shapes representing the regions are cre-
ated from these borders.

The characteristic of primitives that they are explicitly represented
in the rendering process is essential where the primitives have to
undergo further processing. Primitives that are only present in the
resulting image in form of pixel colors usually cannot be altered
on a meaningful primitive-by-primitive level; only methods such
as image-processing filters that work on a pixel-by-pixel basis can
be applied. Therefore, in particular in domains such as sparse line
drawings where image elements need to be stylized, object-space
techniques are used to extract the primitives. Several methods have
been created to aid this stylization process through capturing and
maintaining additional properties needed for it.

Grabli et al. [2004] capture information such as extracted strokes,
their type, their visibility, and a number of other data items in a
graph data structure called view map (Figure 13(a)) that lets them

(a) Color-coded viewmap. (b) Example drawing.

Figure 13: Images generated with the system by Grabli et al.
[2004].

algorithmically determine which strokes to select, chain, and stylize
in a wide variety of ways. These complex styles can be stored in
style sheets in order to enable easy re-using. This approach allows
them to create more complex and elaborate stylized line drawings
as still images (Figure 13(b)). Isenberg and Brennecke [2006] in-
troduced their G-strokes approach, which also captures stroke prop-
erties but stores them as information tracks parallel to the stroke’s
geometry data. As the geometric stroke data is processed in the
rendering pipeline, so is the additional G-stroke data. For example,
when a stroke’s visibility is determined, a segment may be found
that needs to be split because the visibility changes along its path. In
that case an additional visibility G-stroke can be used to capture the
visibility information. This new and all other G-strokes are adapted
during rendering to reflect the necessary changes. In the case of the
visibility change this requires splitting the geometry of the segment
as well as all its other G-stroke data. This way it is possible to cre-

ate complex stroke pipeline networks to stylize sparse line drawing
at interactive rates (Figure 14).

Figure 14: Using G-Strokes by Isenberg and Brennecke [2006] in
conjunction with NPR Lenses [Neumann et al. 2007] to apply local
style changes to line drawings.

4 Image Representation

The distinction of whether NPR rendering primitives are explicitly
represented in the rendering process or not also plays a role in how
the produced images are output and stored. This can occur in one
of two forms: as pixel images or as vector graphics. The type of
image determines whether primitives can be explicitly represented
in the image as well.

Most commonly, images are stored in pixel raster form. This means
that for a given size and resolution a raster is mapped onto the im-
age and each pixel samples a color which is then stored in the image.
This raster may already be determined by the rendering process it-
self, for instance, when shading techniques are used. Because of
the pre-defined sampling on the pixel raster, and as already noted
in Sections 1 and 2.1, pixel images do not represent NPR primitives
explicitly. Therefore, it is difficult to identify them algorithmically.
However, pixel images are the by far most often used form of im-
age representation and are supported by virtually all systems where
images may be needed.

The second class of image representations, vector graphics, does
represent primitives as separate structures in the stored files. There-
fore, it is easier to maintain primitives as separate entities in the
final image as well and to allow further processing (e. g., changing
stroke paths or selecting subsets of primitives). Vector images also
do not have an inherent resolution and are rasterized to the resolu-
tion needed for a specific case which in most cases leads to a higher
quality in the representation. It also results in their data volume
usually being smaller than the equivalent pixel image, depending
on the number and complexity of elements stored and the resolu-
tion of the pixel image [Isenberg et al. 2005]. However, as vector
images store elements in analytic form, they also have to be inter-
preted every time they are displayed, thus requiring more time for
this process than pixel images.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have compared groups of image-morphologic prim-
itives in non-photorealistic rendering. These include NPR shading
techniques, stroke-based rendering, the generation of sparse line
drawing, graftals, and area primitives. We have shown that NPR
techniques tend to work with elements that are larger than an indi-
vidual pixel, usually inspired by the tools used traditionally in artis-
tic depiction and the marks created by them. We have discussed that



some techniques add such artifacts to images to give the impression
of the traditional technique but that there are also a number of tech-
niques where marks actually correlate to meaningful structures in
images. We showed that the primitives may or may not be explic-
itly represented in the rendering process, resulting in more or less
freedom for subsequently changing the appearance of the elements.
Finally, we briefly touched on that this explicit representation may
be carried over to the stored image in form of a vector graphic which
allows higher quality reproduction as well as post-processing on the
primitive level.

The overview that is given in this paper presents a morphologic
(i. e., syntactic) view of the primitives used in non-photorealistic
rendering. This naturally does not touch on the important issues of
semantics and, in particular, pragmatics of the images produced in
such processes.
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